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The CHAIRMAN: I declare open the 213th plenary meeting of the Committee on 
Disarmament. 

The Committee starts today its consideration of item 7 of its agenda, 
"Prevention of an arms race fn outer space". As usual, members of the Committee 
wishing to do so may make statements on any other subject relevant to·the work of 
the Committee. 

I have on my list of speakers' for today the representatives of the SO'Cialist 
Republic of Viet Nam, Sweden, Kenya, Algeria and Mongolia. 

In accordance with the aed.s.ion taken by the Committee at its 212th plenary 
meeting, I shall presently. g.ive the floor to the representative of Viet Nam, 
Ambassador Nguyen Thuong. But before He start the meeting may I, from the Chair, 
express my sympathy to the delegation of the United States of America, whose Mission 
in Beirut was the victim of an act of indiscriminate terrorism resulting 1n a heavy 
loss of life. I think we can all agree that such acts of terror are to be condemned 
and can in no way contribute to the pursuit of peace, a cause to which we, as 
diplomats, are all dedicated. May I also ask the distinguished representative of 
the United States to convey my condolences to the families of the victims of that 
attempt. May I now, in accordance with the decision taken at the 212th plenary 
meeting, invite the repres~ntative of Viet Nam, Ambassador Nguyen Thuong, to take 
the floor. 

Mr. NGUYEN THUONG (VietNam) (translated from French): Mr. Chairman, allow me 
first of all to offer you my congratulations on your accession to the chairmanship 
of the Committee. I am certain that, thanks to your experience and your diplomatic 
skill, you will be able to guide the work of this Committee to the hoped-for 
results. I should also like to express my deep gratitude to the distinguished 
members of the Committee on Disarmament for granting me the possibility of speaking 
at this plenary meeting. For reasons which you know, my delegation was unfortunately 
deprived of that possibility during the ye2rs 1980-1982. Nev~rtheless, we have 
always followed with great interest the discussions taking place in this room and the 
umlt i f'aceted work of the Committee~ which is of the utmost importance for peace and 
for the present and the future of all mankind. 

The agenda of the Committee on Disarmament contains many important questions. 
However, as the countries of the non-aligned movement, of which Viet Nam has the 
honour to be an active member, stated at their last summit meeting, which was held 
in New Delhi: "··· while nuclear disarmament has the highest priority, efforts 
should be made to conclude without .further delay a treaty banning chemical weapons". 
Viet Nam is convinced that the question of the prevention of a nuclear war is at the 
centre of the work of this important multilateral negotiating body: it is clearly 
the most urgent of all the world problems of the present time, a problem· common to 
all peoples regardless of differences of social systems, way of life or ideology. 
All States Members of the United Nations ought to respond to the appeal of the 
United Nations General Assembly'at its second special session devoted to disarmament 
and take, as soon as possible, adequate measures for the prevention of war, and in 
particular nuclear war, thereby safeguarding from that danger the very existence of 
mankind. The Committee on Disavmament ought to spare no effort to reach an agreement 
on the practical measures to be taken towards that end. 

At the same time, the Committee also has before it a question to which the 
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, like all the non-aligned countries and many other 
countries, pays very close and sustained attention, namely, the question of the 
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pr~>hibi tion of che~ical weapons. . ~o other p~ople in .the world in recent deoades has 
suffe~d · as much . as-~he- p~~~3-,e of' Viet Nam th!'! horribJ.:e and lasting consequences · o"f 
the use of toxic chemical substances . in war. This barbarous weapon of mass · 
extermlna t1on : ought · to. be prohlbi ted as soon as possible. · 

In connection with this urgent ne~d for .a strict prohibition of chemical 
WE>apotis, i feei it :to be my d\ity; : as .. the representative of the people of Yi'et Nam 
ar·d·.of th~ Socialist RepUblic of V1.et .Naril, to present to this Committee· in this 
s t atement · 'ao~e ·.additional ·· information. concerning Viet .· Nam' s experience, which is 
s t ill ""<iontinuiog, ' of ;the lqng"':t~r~{c9n~~quepceo. of the massiv~ 'and repeated uee of · 
chernidal "o'UbBtanB'es fn the war ·in Viet Nam d-uring the years 1961· to 1971•· .· I ·am · · · 
doing s·() irl tn~ . ·ferveht .·hope . that ar.t'er .bearing me the Committee and the count .. ies : 
l"t::p:•eseritad '·h'efe ' 'w!h be 'ev'en more determined to spare no effort to acc.eleN.te the
conclusion of a convention on the complete prohibition of chemical weapons, so that 
tl:e tragedy which struck my country me1y never be repeated anywhere, again~ any 
people~·· . ~ ' ' · · · · · ..... ·, , · 

; ... . '~ . 

As you kriow, . an · Int.ernati·onal Symposi1,.1m on Herbicicies . ;;md Defoli.ants in· War: 
The ' tb~;.;;Terui' ErfectR on· Man arid. Nature, .was held i .n Ho Chi : ·Mlnh City at -the 
be3innirtg of" this year.· . The 'symposium dealt wi.th a subject ~hich is far fro'ID being 
an ·~u·C.mOded thec):.etlcal exerc~se. Th~ e~otion caused-, in r~cent months::in ma·ny . 
t.uropea'n couotries .,by 'the transfer of toxic. ' wastes from ,,the .s.eveso f.aetory' and the 
ap}lrehert·i:Jions ·.of countless' veterans . of the . Indo-Chinese war in America · and · AUstralia . 
are evidence of the present-day relevance of the problem. The Ho Chi Minh City 
s~rm~ociLUJ1 . w.as . a~tended .. by mQre thl;ln 160 sci.entists and· experts» ;. nearly half , of. whom 
came _ (toOr.t. :2 ·~ ~ f(?re1gn . C<?~ntri~s, · ipcluding ,the .. Upited States . of ·. ·Ameriea~ ' canada, 
France·, ·· t~e ·United .. Kingdom, the . Netherlands, ,;. ~he,. Federal Repub-lic ' 6fi Geruiariy, Italy, ·. 
JapAn;_.· ~~~d~n,. India, . the Soviet. union , the ~ Gel"tnan Democratic · Republic; .: Bulgaria, . . 
Czechoslbvakia, ' Hunga~y, Poland ' and Mongolia, to mention only those countries that 
are members qf this Committee, . and in oneweek the participants heard 72 ,scientific 
!'eports and P&Pers arid held yery frank e~c:hanses of views, both at plenary meetings . 
and ::.n workiJ'i8 ~rQups · the rapporteurs .of _which .were all well-knoWn ·foreign scientists, 
;merican, Englfnh · arid Dutch. the symposium was ·strictly a working conference of 
scien~~ists whose object was not only to make an objective assessmeri·t of 'existing 
scientific l.nf.o.nnation but also .tO ·i;dentify and encourage ·the···research-worlc nee(fed 
<1 nd to ·promotE!. in'terruitional co-op~ation to that end. The final. s\Uiinary: report of · 
the syrriposfum; ~tilch w:as. adopted unanimously' was put . before the''!CO!dnittee on . . . 
21 Febt"l.lary 1983 ~ arid shortly thereafter, in order to take advantage of the presence 
i 11 Geneva of a we].l-known scientist from my country,. Prof.essor D~ .:· ·Ton •.Due Lartg, a 
r.1 '3etlps, 'w~s ' a~r~nged between' him and the ~p~r.~s- in this Committee~· · dtir41hg: ·wti:fch·· ·he'' : 
presented ad<.Utiorlal '.information qn the results. of the symposiUm. _. In that' Cdnnectiotl, 
I should like . to say that w~ are very grateful to the delegati oris which '.td6k 'part ln 
tru t · iileetihg.; · and "1e · should also like to thank ; the secretariat of th~ Cormitittee·· for · 
~- ~s ; help irit. ot-8arli zing·: the meet'ing. . . 

As was indicated at tne symposium, various compounds of toxic chemical 
st·bstanc~o Here u~ed in Viet Nam, includ~ng in particular dioxin, :a aubstaric~ "krio'fll 
f or its great toxic~ty. The tot~l.quantity of all these herbicides •and defoU:atits "' 
useo. egainst ray cou:itry is e'stimated by different scientific authorities at some 
lOO,r~o tons. According to the United States biologist, Arthur H. Westing, this 
tota}. j_ncluded 57, 000 tons of the famous agent orange~ containing up to 170 kg of 
th~ ter:'ib}e dioxin . other authorities even put forward the figure of 500 kg. 
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These toxic . chemical products which were sprayed on a vast scale, in ·strong 
concentrationsan~ip . ~arge quantities. have caused· serious damage . to the 
environment. of . South Viet .. Nam: · 43 per cent of the forests t-lere dest.royed, . including 
70 per cent of the coconut groves and 150,000 hectares of tropical forests, and 
13 per cent of the agricultural land, which it has not yet been possible to restore 
in spite of the passage of. 10 years. Ecological systems were'' seriously 'damaged • . 
The . systematic spray ings over vast · areas of South Viet · Nam totally Or in large part 
destroyed extensive areas of forests in the· provinces of . Tieri Giang~ Ben Tre, 
Cuu Long, Hau Giang and Minh Hai and in the environs· .of · Ho Chi · Minh. City. . This fact 
was already noted in 1974 -by a group of. American scientists from ~ the Academy of . 
Sciences who ·considered .that, as a result of the extensive damage caused 'to the . 
forests, the process of nat~ral recovery could take 100 years and even more in 
certain regions. 

1'he massive a,nd repeated sprayings over large areas changed . the structure of 
the soil, reduced its fertility and caused a decline in agricultural production, 
aggravating the difficulties of feeding the population. Many areas, such as the 
valley of ;A sau, formerly PQpulated with an abundant and varied fauna and ·. cov~red 
with rich forests and other useful vegetation, ·were transformed into infertile 
savann?hs . ~overed with wild grasses and secondary vegetation of little economic 
value·, · as a result. of \'ihich many specie~ of animals,. ·both large and small have · · 
completelY disapp~ared . and . there remain only hordes of small rodents, which are 
disea~e:-carriers. · 

Th~s, th~ troplcal forests in the areas· heavily · sprayed td th herbicides are on 
the poirit of . disappearing. The des:truction of foliage, the considerable reduction in 
the. country's forest 'areas and the contamination of the soil·have caused changes in 
the water run-off system, c;lggloavating further the· periods of flood and drought. 

Considerable. damage, difficult .to remedy, has also been · caused . to the river, 
mari~i~e and . coastal ecqlogicai systems •. · Certain types of aquatic animals have 
disappeared arid reserves of sea and .river · fish. have been considerably reduced • 

. : : ~ .. ~ ' ' - . 

As .a result of all these harmful effec~.s of toxic ·substances oh nature, . 
Viet Nam _·is at present confronted with an extremely difficult task, that is, how 
to restore the fertility of the .soils and transform these dead ' savannahs into crop
grdwing areas· O.r tq repopulate them with animal species ·and useful plants~ · 

. ~ . . . . . . . . . 

The · fam6us qperation known. as the chemical· clean-up of the jungle, through the 
use of herbici_des containing a high ,proportion . of dioxin, also had harmful,. effects, 
which are still continuing, on the health of the Vietnamese people:2 million 
Vietnamese have been ·victims, of whom 3, 500 have died and the rest are · still today . 
suffering their conseq~ences.. . Professor Ton Due Lang gave a scientifically detailed , 
report on this subject during his meeting with the distinguished experts from 
delegations; I shall therefore be brief in this connection. 

Numerous invest.igati.ons and tests by Vietnamese scientists confirm that the 
massi~e • USe Of these toJCiG . SUbstances containing diOXin has'· had extremely harmful 
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effects oh 'the·: genes of the populaU:on inhabiting the regions concerned, includ-ing 
the childralVborn there.·. :'.f1verr-a· number of years after contaiDination, ·genetic 
aberratidrnt·ahd·abnol"'llalitl.es· have· been 'round among the victims. 

At the Symposium, 12 reports were submitted giving strong evidence of a direct 
link ~ the ·use ·or chenfSical· substances and the increased number of congenital 
abnormalillles, -iJiiuj.trosities and malforma•tions among children born in the areas 'that· 
were sprayed With such substances. 

Thus investigations in the province of ·sen Tre, which was subjected to massive 
and r.epe"a ted. !sprayings, . :shOW- that· ·1n ··comparison with·· the pre-war years • the nwuber 
or extra..ou.urji~e ·,p~gnam~:ies ha"'s i'hcrea:sed six to eight ti'mes,. the number of 'sterile 
marl'i~ et&bt'''tiules, and the number of. congenital abnormalities and monsters alDOng 
new-born ··children. 10-15 times. Theee are terrible figures. 

Iii:' the.-~ptnion .of'. o~;-:'~qxerts, the· use. of chemical substances has also caused 
an incJ."eastr #J·~tte· .>f.requenoy.·O'f cases· of cancer or the liver.. In a Hanoi hospita·l 
it has "-n ;noted ·that between the per:iod 1955-1961 and ttte period 1962-1968, the 
incil:lel'lcriJl>of cancer of .the li·ver among persons subjected 'to those·''Sprayfngs increased 
fz-cmi'·2"•r89 ·ber cent to 9.C17 per cent; Furthermore, many statistical inves·tigations 
carried out in different countries have shown the carcinogenic effect of dioxin in 
minute doses (in particular the work done on behalf of the Dow Chemical Company and 
the work 'ot· :t:ma·' cancer research group of the Environmental Protection Agency}. 
Studies ma'de.dn r-ecent years in VietNam have also shown that the inci'derioe-of 
primary .caneer.:·•of .the liver among subjects exposed' to spraying& with defoliants is 
five times·htgher than among'SUbjects not so exposed. 

'l'heae facts represent only a small part or the information eontained in• the 
reports .sublllit'tfed at the ·Ho Chi Minh City Symposium. While fUrther researCh is s'till 
needed :on certain 'aspects, at the conclusion of the Symposium everyc:me was agreed 
that the, .use of herbicic:l~s and defoliants in the Vietnamese war had resulted in grave 
and ·hal"'llfullong-term c~e.equences for man, nature and the economy of Viet Nam. ·· 
Professor Arthur w~ Gals~ton or the· United States said so as long ago as on 
9 February .1977 at. a Congressional bearing, when he stated· that he was convinced· 
that the destructjj:ve effects of toxic chemical products on Viet Nam, including the 
environment and the country's entire civilization, -were unforeseeable. 

-'!be-International Symposium held at Ho Chi. Minh City, nearly half or the 
participants in which came from foreign countl":ies; in its conclusions appealed to 
the international community to take urgent m~a;sures to help the Vietnamese:people 
to elimtna~e the .terrible:.consequencea:or·the 'U:Be' in war of herbiCides and 
defoliants. We belii!ve·.,that--we can count on international co-operation in the 
solution of this problem, a very difficult .one and extremely costly in material and· 
financial resources, clearly far beyond the possibilities of our country. We believe 
that th-is will be for the benefit·.both..of the Vietnamese people and of mankind as a 
whole. 
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To come now to the work ·. of the Committee on· Disarmament, I should Uke to 
emphasize how much these preliminary results of ·the Symposium underline the 
importance and urgency of finding a successful solution to :the problems posed in · 
this sphere of chemical weapons. 

~ .. .. 
It seems bD me that at. :the ~ present time a sound. basis· exists for the speedy 

drafting of a "'Convention prohibiting chemicaL weapons : a number.:· of important 
documents and concrete and practical proposals have been submitted, including in 
particular the document entitled "Basic provisions of a convention on the prohibition 
of the development~ . ·production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their. · 
de~truction ", presented .. by the Soviet Union,- a document rich in :oonstructi ve ideas 
for solutions to the speci·fi:o problems connected with the prohibition of such 
weapons. · ·Many countries among ·the 'Group of 21 have also put t"orward ·useful ideas. 

Allow me, on the basis of the results of the Symposium, to put certain thoughts 
before the ·)Committee. ·."In my view, ·the prohibition of chemical weapons should be 
univertsal; each State party to the convention should undertake never and in no 
circumstances to develop, produce, acquire in ·any way, retain, transfer or use 
chemical weapans, and to destroy its stocks of them or redire'ct them into authorized 
purposes as ;well ·as to destroy or dismantle facilities for the production of chemical 
weapons. 

As .regards the question of what chemical substances should be prohibited, my 
delegation considers that the "future convention should prohibit a'll chemical 
substances , for purposes of war without,, however, placing unnecessary ·dif?ficul ties ... 
in the way of the development of the chemical industry for peaceful purposes. i ~:: " i: " .. 

Certainly, the ·future convention oughtto contain provisions giving an assurance 
of'.:tts striot application • . As regards the question of what specific methods of . · tr -. 

verification . should· ,be used · with respect to the .•variotis aspects of the activi·ties 
pt'Ol'Jibited,. my delegation is -of the view that ·verification measures should be 
effective ·· but should . -not be •such as to lead to interference in the internal affaire 
of sovereign.,States .:or the -creation of obstacles •to the development of the chemical 
industry f. or peaceful purposes; in other words; ·they should :.be very carefully 
thought out .t:rom every point of view. Thus ·whatis needed is a rational and 
effective combination ·of national and international means of verification. ' 

In conclusion; I should like ·to express the hope that all the States members 
of the Coriuni ttee· on Disarmament, through their •distinguished representatives · here : ··. · 
present, will make greater efforts ·in"order to· complete as soon as possible the ·~ 
elaboration'·of an':international convention on ·the ·prohibition of chemic~H weapons, 
which is urgentl:f : Oalled for ·. both · by the lesson of the ·tragedy of . the Vietnamese. · 
people and . by ·· the interests - ()f . all mankind. · ·.· 

• . : · :··. : i ~' ! •. 

The Socialist · Republ±c of · Viet Nam, for its·ipart; would •like to ·be able to 
take a more active part in the drafting of this future convention on the prohibition· 
of chemical weapons. We could thus make available to the Committee the knowledge 
we have acquired and the results of the research being carried out by our Vietnamese 
experts, among others, on the basis of the experience suffered by the Vietnamese 
people, the harmful consequences of which are still being felt even today in the 
lives of our people. 
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_The CHl!.l.RMAN: The Chair thanks Ambassador Nguyen Thuong for his 
c9ntri'bution and for the kind wo~ds !lddressed to the Committee and to the 
se~retariat. The next speaker on my list is the distinguished delegate of 
Sweden, Mr. Hyltenius, to whom I .now give the floor. · · 

Mr. HYLTENIDS (Sweden): Mr . Chairman, the agenda of this Connnittee may be 
seen as a reflection of the most urgent problems in the field of disarmament. 
It conta.tns a number of items ,.,rhich have been with · us for many years and which 
still a\~it - a soiution. It would seem that the longer an item has to wait 
for real negotiations the harder it --is to come to grips with it. Few would 
deny that the techriical 'proble::ris and complexities of disannament questions 
have become gre~ter nver the years. 

It is against this background that one should see the question of the 
prevent'ion of an arms race in outer space. Today I shall devote my statement 
to that iteni~ It has been referred to the Committee on Disannament by over..:. 
whelming majorities in the United Nations GeneJ.'al Assembly. The support for 
the request to the Committee on Disarmament to .establish an ad hoc workin€ 
group to deal with this matter coffies from all political quarters. It was, 
furthermore, clear at the U}TISPACE Co~ference last summer that the question 
of the inQ~easirig I!'.i.litarizatiori of outei· space ·was a major concern forthe 
participating countries. This ·was clearly expressed -in the final report of 
the Conference; in which it Has reconnnended that this Committee give high 
priority to this grave concern, · 

The Committee on Disarmament should ta.l{e concrete action on this item 'in 
accordance with the relf)vant General Assembly resolutions · and with the 
Committee 1 s role as the single multilateral negotiating body in the field of 
disarmament. 

It is in the interest of maintaining sta·oility and preventing the 
unleashing of another round of the arms race that the ;Swedish delegation urges 
that an ad hoc working group be established without de],ay. \ve cann('lt accept 
the assertion that nE;gotiations on this matter would be to the disadvantage 
of any country. Onthe contrary, vre are convinced that further delays will 
complicate an already very complex problem to the disadvantage of us all. 

' The 1967 Outer Space Treaty pro":Piibits the emplacement of nuclear weapons 
and other weapons of mass destruction in orbit around the earth ·and the 
stationing of such ~~apons in outer space or on celestial bodies. Several 
other treatiGa limit or prohibit various other military uses of' ·r'luter space, 
for instance, the 1963 Partial Test-Ban Treaty, the SALT I .Agreement and the 
ABM Treaty. Nevertheless, it is obvious that a number of conceivable 
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military uses of outer space, which are likely to have destabilizing O+ otherwise 
threatening effects, are not covered by existing international· legal instruments. 
There is, therefore, a need to identify areas and activities Which so far have 
not been covered, in order to consider to what extent there exists a need for 
international agreements aiming at the prevention of undesirable developments in 
this field. 

There is, in the op~~on of the Swedish delegation, still a good chance to 
tackle these problems, but time. is quickly running out. R~pid technological 
developments do not wait. As in so many areas, disarmament negotiations are 
likely to become more complicated for every lost month. Action must be taken 
before financial and political investments in new weapons systems become so 
important that the process becomes irreversible. 

It is an understatement to say that the problem of preventing an arms race 
in outer space is a complex one. Apart from the many technical intricacies, 
there are the problems of distinguishing between civilian and military 
applications and between the stabilizing and destabiiizing effects of various. 
military space functions. 

Another dimension is the distinction b.etween whether a spacecraft is 
geared to "active" or "passive" military use • So-called "killer satellites" 
and space-based ABM or BMD systems are examples of devices which are designed 
actively to interfere with the adversary's military capabilities. 

Obviously there are important military applications of space technology 
which contribute to a more stable military balance and a lower risk of war, 
in particular between t _he two major alliances. I have in mind, for example,· 
military satellites, which are used to provide early warning of missile 
launches, and satellites for verification of arms control agreements and for 
fast and reliable communications. There are, however, certain developments 
which give cause for particular concern. One such trend is that of efforts 
to acquire or improve the capability to destroy one another's satellites. 
Another concern is that an increased launching capacity, for instance· in the 
form of re-usable space vehicles, may also be used for the further 
militarization of outer space. 

As the military balance is becoming increasingly dependent on satellites 
for communications, command, control and intelligence, the ability of such 
functions to survive is also becoming increasingly threatened by the 
development of anti-sat_ellite weapons systems. The Soviet Union has launched 
a number of interceptor/destructor satellites during the last severai years 
and, in earlier years, also fractional orbital bombardment systems (FOBS), 
and the United States is planning to begin operational testing of its ASAT 
system in 1983. Moreover, both Superpowers are investigating the possibility 
of using high-energy laser and particle beams for ASAT applications. 
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I have already mentioned the problem of lacunae in existing international 
agreements 'regard.i.ng the prohibition of military uses of outer space. It seems 
natural that ~ne of·· the first tasks of an ad hoc working group in the. Cormnittee 
on Disarmament shouid be to analyse such gaps in present treaties against the 
background of existing and conceivable military applications of space techrwlogy. 
The next step may be to determine which of the space systems or activities 
should be prohibited or subject to regulations. It would seem natural to the 
Swedish delegation that, for example, anti-satellite weapons systems should be 
banned. Perhaps, as a complement to such a prohibition, in order to exclude 
the possibility of the military use of otherwise legitimate civilian space 
vehicles( it might also be desirable to ban certain activities, for example, 
the destruction of satellites of other countries. We have noted with interest 
what the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands, Mr. van den Broek, 
said in this context in his statement in this Committee ori. 29 March, and we 
will carefully consider it. 

My delegation has taken note with great interest of the Soviet draft 
treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer 
space. However, the draft gives rise to some important questions, such as, 
for instance, how to define the concept "?f "weapon" in this context. This 
issue would obviously have to be tackled at an early stage. 

As is \-tell known, many satellites form integral parts of weapons systems 
"t-thich are not themselves stationed in outer space. Perhaps, for practical 
reasons, we may have to focus on such systems or Hweapons" as are intended for 
warfare exclusively in outer space. Such weapons, as we know them today, are 
based on the earth. The discussion must, therefore, encompass all weapons 
which.are meant to be used in outer space and not only those which are 
stationed there. 

As long as the leading military powers build .their security on a 
precarious nuclear balance and hold the rest of the world hostage, it is 
vitally important that nothing should upset this balance. The peoples of the 
world demand serious disarmament proposals from the Superpowers in order to 
reach a balance at lower levels of armaments. Instead we have learned with 
grave concern that the United States plans·to embark upon a research and 
development.programme with the ultimate goal of obtaining the capability of 
destroying ballistic missiles launched by the adversary. The only safe way 
of avoiding the nuclear threat is to abolish the nuclear weapons. To develop 
and replay weapons for the purpose of obtaining the capability of destroying 
the adversary's strategic missiles while keeping one's own strike capability 
intact, would create a dangerously unsta,le situation. This would be the case 
at least as long as only one party has such a capability. It should also be 
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noted in this context that such a mctjor undBrtaking would entail · the spend.i.ng 
of enormous fUnds and a \vaste of precious scientific resources. The initiation 
of such a research ~~d development process will be destabilizing in itself and 
increase the level of nervousness and tension. It would also initiate- research 
for similar weapons in other States and lead to countermeasures, and hence give 
rise to a new cycle in the senseless arms race. 

~1e SALT I and II agreements between the Superpowers acknowledged the 
right of the parties to u~e national technical means tc verify c~mpliance ,,rith 
their provisions. In addition the Soviet draft treaty on the prohibition of 
the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer space refers exclusively to 
national technical means of verification. However, it is hardly likely that 
such a lir:litation vmuld be accepted by the international community. If a. 
treaty on the prevention of an arms race in outer space is to stand a chance 
of being universally adhered to, it must have a system of international 
verification. A first step in this direction was taken by France L~ advancing 
the idea of an international satellite monitoring agency. This is a ~~tter 
of principle to many countries. Horeover, it must also be realized that the 
present virtual 'duopoly of the tvm Superpowers in this technology is 3:bout to 
be broken. 

The further development of anti-satellite weapons is a most threatening 
perspective. The Swedish Government, therefore, attaches great importance 
to the early initiation of negotiations ivith a view to prohibiting the 
establishment of such systems and the disrna.n.tling of existir>.g ones in order to 
preclude -such a new phase of the arms race. \ve cannot share the view that 
if one of the Superpovrers . has c:.cquired a certain lead in one area, the other 
should be entitled to catch up before any negotiations can be embarked upon in 
that field. The experiences so far of "the bargaining from strenith" 
philosophy are anything but encouraging. My Government acknowledges the need 
for an over-all ~alance in the military field, but that balance must be sought 
and achieved at lower and not higher levels of armaments. If one Power or a 
few Powers have achieved a certain capability, ·Hhich may become threatening to 
others, negotiations should start vrith out dela;'l iJl order to do away with such 
unilateral advantages. As vre all kno-v1, experience shows that once a ne<.r 
military technology .has become established, tlJe temptation to exploit it in 
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the fOJ:'m of the production and deployment of new weapons in most ·cases· become·s 
irresistible. The case of anti-satellite weapons is not likely to be any 
exception. 

Although there is clearly a need for multilateral negotiations in the 
Committee on Disarmament on the prevention of an arms race in outer space, 
this, of course, does not exclude the possibility of the two leading space 
Powers negotiating between them on matters of particular bilateral interest 
in this field. This view is consistent with the opinion my delegation and 
many others have expressed regarding other disarmament questions also, such 
as a .nuclear test ban and the prohibition of chemical weapons. Sweden, 
therefore ,stropgly urges the United States and the Soviet Union to resume their 
bilateral tp.lks with a view to finding solutions to some of the most pressing 
problems in the field of space warfare, notably the prevention of anti
satellite warfare. 

Sweden was able to co-sponsor both General Assembly resolutions last 
autumn on the prevention of an arms race in outer space. Resolution 37/83, 
submitted by non-aligned and socialist countries, contained, inter alia, a 
clear request for the establishment of an ad hoc vrorking group in the 
Committee on Disarmament with the task of opening multilateral negotiations 
on this item. This is important. Negotiations must no longer be delayed. 
Resolution 37/99 D, adopted on the initiative of western countries, put 
special emphasis on the need to tackle the problem of an emerging race in 
anti-satellite weapons. This seems to us to be the most immediate concern. 
Both resolutions, therefore, had merits which we considered important. The 
distinguished Ambassador of Sri Lanka, in his statement of 14 April, made a 
clear presentation of the possible approaches to the decision now facing the 
Committee on this matter. As far as the Swedish delegation is concerned, it 
is flexible on the organization of a forthcoming negotiation within an ad hoc 
working group in this Committee. A constructive proposal regarding the 
establishment of such a working group has been made in document CD/329, 
submitted by the Group of 21. 

Security is basically a political concept. Security problems must, 
therefore, be solved not by increased armaments or confrontation between 
adversaries but in co-operation and negotiations between parties for their 
mutual advantage and our common security. Time is getting short, but it is 
still possible to prevent an arms race in outer space if negotiations start 
now. If this fails, all countries will suffer. All countries thus have a 
legitimate interest in this matter. An overwhelming majority among them 
demand negotiations in this Committee before it is too late. Such a demand 
must not pass unheeded. 
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Mr. :OON . NANJIRA (K~nya}: :tvr.r. Chairman 1 it would not be an understatement to say 
that the words "peace" and "securi tyn have the viidest usage in contemporary inter-State 
relations. And yet the principles which should govern peaceful relations among nations 
enjoy the widest disregard, the "~<iidest violation 1·1i thin the community of nations. 
The talk about disarmament and international security is not novel either, but one 
wonders whether and where a line can be drawn in reality between disarmament and 
international security on the one hand, and armameut ~nd international insecurity 
on the other! 

On several occasions already, the Secret~;-General of the United ~ations, 
Mr. Perez de Cue.llar, has expressed his s erious concern about the paying of lip-::;ervice 
to issues of the greates.t importance to the survival of mankind. In the statement he 
delivered to this Committee on 15 February last, for instance 9 the Secretary-General 
re-emphasized the point he had made in his first annual report dated 7 September 1982, 
namely, that the escalation in the arms r ace vJa,s and is guaranteed by the lack of a 
credible and effective sys ten of international peace and s ecurity. \'l:hat vlas essential, 
he stressed, was "to find 1vays to enhance the collective security machinerJ afforded 
by the United Nations Charter and by the Security Council in particular". vle could 
not agree more with the Secret~~-General. The fact is that the League of Nations had 
to collapse th.e way it did precisely because i t had not been founded on s sound and 
solid system of collective securi t;r. Any a.rchi teet ,,1ho starts "YJi th 9 and. aims at, 
constructing what he believes t o be a strong and durable roof for a house but neglects 
to lay the. required solid foundatio n for it engages .in a futile construction exercise. 
No wonder, then, th,at the Second WorlC. Wat' 1 lik e the First World War before it, could 
not be prevented. 

Most regrettably, the United Nations , like t he League of Nations before it, also 
lacks an effective collective system of int ernational s ecurity. · No wonder, then, that 
the United Natiops"has not succeeded in its primb.ry responsibility of preventing all 
kinds of Wf.'.X · and assuring enduring peace anJ. securi t;)r. As Keeper of the Peace, the 
United Nations is still t o evolve an effective p~chinery for the peaceful resolution 
of internat;b.onal disputes and f or the effective governance of the behaviour of 
sovereign States in their relations with one another. · The s tructure and system of the 
United Nations are such that only some of its l•Iembers beax the primary task of 
maintaining international peace 2.nd security. The argument, then, that the 
United Nations has failed as Keeper of the Peace because of the behaviour of certain 
of :its Members, who have no t discharged their respons ibilities the 11ay they should, is 
not only logical? it is indeed s ound and credible. 

In short 9 the system of international peace and security envisaged in the 
United Nations Charter has not been ·fully and success fully applied primarily because 
the provisions of the Charter have not been strictly adhered to. Thus, as it has been 
argued time and again, the Second World War resulted from the lack of a system capable 
of ensuring lasting peace and security. We , like the other Members of the 
international community, are charged ·with the responsibility of ma.ldng the sys tem work 
and thereby preventing a third world vJar from erupting . The J!'irst World vlw· ·Has a 
European war and we all know the reas ons th~.t led t o it. The Second \Iorle', V.Ja r was 
broader in character and s cope than \vorlcl 'ltiar I, but the main vlar stc..ge s till remained 
Europe, and we all know the reasons that l ed to that v1ar. But we all knmv t ha t a third 
world war would not be limited to one r egion. We all know tha t the battleground for 
such a war would be every inch of our eaxth , and its victims 1vauld be mankind itself. 
We all kn0\·1 that World Wn:.r III •r~ou.ld no t only resu.lt from "grave reasons 11

; it would 
not only result from politico-military Emd secuxi t y reasons . Such a war v1ould result 
from a combination of f actors , a coB-bination of reasons~ some of which vmulc1 be simple 
and honest mista.kes9 other::. wou~d even be irrational, trivi al and ridiculous, such as 
mere suspicion and mistrust ~ mere mis calculation c::rnong t he suppos ecl cus todic;,ns of 
world peace and security; mere misuse of sci entif ic and technol ogical achievements of 
our day, and the mere arrogance of power by ccrt.:.>.in States members of the i nternational 
community, and of course, the resul t ing arms race and vi8lations of the 
United Nations Charter. 
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Other factors .and reasons of a more serious nature from which a new world war 
could result would certainly include the existing economic imbalances and inequities 
between the rich and the poor; between armament and underdevelopment; between the 
"haves" and the "have-nots" of the North and South~ between the evolutionary and the 
revolutionary; and, of course, the East-West conflict io the third world -- the sole 
battleground for all the 140 or so armed conflicts and wars which have occurred since 
the end of the Second World "vlar. 

Dag Hammarskjold was right when he expressed his strong convinction that a 
third world war could very easily have started in the Congo, now Zaire, in 1960. One 
thing is certain, however, and is universally recognized; World War II 1-1as fought 
for six years; World War III would last for less than six days, and it would annihilate 
the greatest and most precious gift of all time -- our very life! 

If, then, one talks about the relationship among disarmament, development and 
international security, what exactly does one mean? Well, the answer to this question 
is necessarily complex because the question itself is a complex one. First, ~~e must 
establish what these expressions actually mean. What is disarmament? \·Jhat is 
development? What do we mean by "security" or "national interests"? 

In my intervention of 14 April 1963, I dwelt at length on the close 
interconnection that exists between disarBament and development. Today, I wish to 
address myself to the question of the international system of . security and ho~ it is 
closely interconnected with the questions of disarmament and development. These 
interconnections are better described as a 11 triangular relationship;'• 

For all practical purposes, disarmament is the pr ecess of reduction in the size 
of, and expenditures on, armed forces~ of the destruction or dismantling of weapons, 
whether deployed or stockpiled 9 of the progressive elimination of the capacity to 
produce new weapons, and of the release and integration into civilian life of military 
personnel~ The ultimate objective in this process is, of course, general and complete 
disarmament under effective international control. 

Development is, on the other hand, a multidimensional process involving the 
reorganization and reorientation of entire economic and social systems. It aims at 
attaining improvements in incomes and output. It involves radical changes in social, 
institutional and administrative structures, as well as in popular attitudes and even 
in customs and beliefs. · It also aims a t the acceleration of economic grov1th, the 
reduction of inequality (in the distribution o£ income and wealth as viell as of status 
and power), and the eradication of absolute poverty. Poverty is part of inequality 
because poverty and wealth are the t\ofo extreme positions of income distribution in 
society. And as I have said before , no contemporary society, irrespective of its 
economic development, social situation, poli t ical system, or anything else, is free of 
inequality. 

My understanding of ''national interest" is that it is whatever a nation feels to 
be essential to its security and 1-10ll-being. National interests are thus national 
goals, the first among them being the maintenance and protection of national security. 

National security refers, as we all know, both to physical and to psychological 
security, which security may be subject to threats , both internal and external. The 
constituent elements of national security include: the promotion and maintenance of 
national economic and social ~elfare, the preservation of national health and safety; 
the promotion ana maintenance of national integrity, national independence and the 
liberty of peoples to choose t heir own economic and political destiny and their 
cultures, and to exist with others; freedotl from the f act and menace of military 
attack and freedom from the fac t of menace. 
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Thus, for any system of international security to be viable, it must recognize, 
and adhere to the aforementioned constituent elements of national security. It must 
also recognize and respect the right of all to exist in freedom and stability, justice 
and equity, and in safety. Genuine and lasting international peace and socuri ty thus 
essentially means equitable socio-economic development ancl survival, as ;,.1ell as 
recognition of the rnul tidimensional interdependence which Emst exist 1;Jetv1eei1 and 
among nations. This fact was recognized by the international. community when it 
agreed to the following paragraph in the Second United Nations Development Strategy 
for the 1970s: 

"( 6) In the conviction that development is thEJ essential path to peace 
and justice, Governments reaffirm their common and unswerving resolve to seek 
a better and more effective system of international co-operation whereby the 
prevailing dispari tios in the \Wrld may be banished and prosperity secured for 
all." 

In summary, then, disarmament is a means to an end, the end being lasting \vorlc: 
peace and security~ out disaJ.ll1ament must be attained first and disarmament v1ill 
never be an effective vehicle to that end unless the unavoidable triangular 
relationship existing among disarmament, development and security, i.e. survival, is 
fully and unreservedly recognized and promoted by all. Disarmament must also be 
recognized as a vehiclo for attaining the New International Economic Order 9 since 
the latter is the instrument v1hose main objective is to bring about structural changes 
in inter-State rela.tions, with a view to eliminating the inequities existing in the 
current international economic relations. c,:mtinuod disagreement on disarmament, as 
indeed on development issues 9 can only intensify the arms race and the conflicts so 
dominant these days in inter-State relations 9 and thereby render impossible the 
attainment not only of the New International Econornic Order 9 but in paxticular of a 
lasting world peace and sec1rri ty. 

Development is a, proces.s lvhich entails social and economic changes in society, 
and the ultimate goal of development is to attain justice through an improvement in 
the quality of life for all~ the provision of the basic material requirements for a 
productivE:: and dignified existence for all' and the granting to everyone of equal 
opportunities fully and effectively to participate in the economic and social progress 
and to share in its bcnefi ts. Develop;nent is, hence, by dofini tion 9 a global 
necessity and possession unlimited to e.ny region or some regions of the 1vorld. 
Development of the poorer countries of the 3outh, through disar:mament 9 will certainly 
bring benefits to the North as well, v;heroas an arms escalation will bring social 
miser3r tc all nationR and peoples. :Development represents the .:mtire gamut of changes 
by which an entire social systcr:r 9 tuned to the diverse basic needs and desires of 
individuals and social groups 1\'i thin that system, r.toves away from c:. concli tion oi 
life widely perceived as unsatisfactory, and towards a situation or conclition of 
life regarded as materially and spiritually "better". 

\~nat, then, must be done to attain, promote and maintain an endu:r:ing system of 
international peace and security? \T.aat sacrifices must be made for this cause? 
There is e; lot that can and Dmst be done to attain this goal. \ve need, all of us, 
first and foremost, to dovolop a sense of genuine belonging to the clisarLlaiDent 
process; s, sense of duty to this procem:: ~ a sense of commi tmcnt to disarmament 
negotiations~ a sense of lu·c;ency in th2 clisarrr..ament process~ a sense of hatred for 
the arms race? and a sense of sur vi val through disa..T'ffia!'.lGnt. \ife need) all of us, to 
recognize the close r8lationship existing -::;ehreen disarmament, development and 
survival. 1:/e need to abide strictly by the United Nations Charter provisions. No 
system of dmable inte:rnationa1 peace anc1 secm·i ty is possible Hi thout the genuine 
co-operation in the ec:!trtblisbn~ent of such a system and the positive involvement of the 
United States and the USSH and their respective 1r.ilitary alliances. Of the 50,000 or 
so nuclear weapons existing in t~1e .,,,orld tod.~;c:r, 95 per cent belong to the 
United States and the USSE.. 'l'hese weapons h<:we the pm-1er of some 1 Ir,illion Hiroshima 
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bombs. r.ren thousand of these are deployed for use in Europe. Sixteen thousand of 
them are strategic, capable of crossing the globe in only 30 minutes and landing 
within a few hundred yards of their intended targets. Of course, all the facts are 
not easy to determine, because they are not freely accessible. But we know 11hat the 
consequences'would be, if an accident, or a rni:scaJ.culation, or even a deliberate 
pressing of the war button were to occur in the nuclear field. 

Thus, no system of world peace and eecurity can last for long if it does not 
recognize the important role which disarmament uru.st play as the fundamental means to 
over--all human survival, and if the super Powers and the othe:r: _militarily sic~nificant 
Powers refuse to undertake serious and genuine negotiatfons leading to the 
conclusion, as soon as possible, of binding international legal instruments in the 
field of disarmament. Tho 11 linkage 11 approach, whereby progress on one disarma.ment 
aspect, for example in a limited forum, is conditioned by the results cf the talks on 
another aspect of the disarmament process, has so far proved to be very obstructive 
to progress in general. The terms of reference of the various negotiating forums 
should provide the sole necessary guidelines for such negotiations. 

Our talk about security should not be limited to the military aspects of 
security. The fact is that military aspecto are but a small fraction of over-all 
security. As I have stated before, no arms escalation cen or will ever lead to 
genuine and enduring security. The non-military aspects of security entail the 
provision of the basic conditions for peaceful relations between and ~ong States: 
elobal co-operation leads to global economic stability and welfare and. that means 
global security; global equitable distribution -of resources, and global co-operation 
on safeguarding the environment. We cannot afford to ignore all those fa,ctors. · . 

Perhaps there is no better measure in the global quest for peace than tr~ough 
the enhancing of the effectiveness of the United Nations as Keeper of the Peace. 
It has been estimated that mere than 120 wars were fought in 71 States between 
1945 and 1971 and that since the Second v/orld vlar, 30 million or so people have 
died in armed _conflicts, and all this during the time that the United Nations has 
existed as a political organization charged with the primary responsibility of 
keeping the · pe.:we. Making the United Nations effective essentially means stopping 
all wars and conflicts from occurring. It means enforcing and applying the 
original security role given to the Unitcu Nations in Chapter VII of its Charter, 
under which the United Nations mu8t te$e action with respect to "any throat to the 
peace, breach of the peace or act of aggress ion11

• It means applying the 
"enforcement" provisions of Art.icles 12, 26 and 39-51 of the United Nations Charter, 
which require the Security Council to take action. 

Enhancing the effectiveness of the United Nations as Keeper of the Peace also 
means that the General Assembly must be given and hlust play an increasing role in 
the maintenance of international pe~ce and security as envisaged in Article ll of 
the Charter, and in numerous resolutions of the Generul Assembly. Let me refer to 
only three of them. In its resolution 290(IV), adopted i _n 1949, and entitled, 
"Essentials of pcace 11

, the General Assembly stated that disregard of the Principles 
of the Charter of the United Nations 0 is primarily responsible for the continuance 
of international tension •.•• " • 
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In ifs resolution 380(V), adopted at its 308th plenary meeting on 
17 November 1950, and entitled, "Peace through deeds", the General Assembly declared 
that all gDals for lasting peace and security were attainable, providec all 
Governments and members of the United Nations strictly observe their obligations under 
the Charter, and dcr.10nstrate by their deeds their vlill to achieve peace,. In the sa.oe 
resolution also, the General Assembly reaffirmed that, "A'hatever the weapons used, 
any aggression, whether co~mitted openly, or by fomenting civil strife in the 
interest of a foreign Power, or othorHise, 11 is the greatest of all crimes against 
peace and . security thrcmghou t the v10rld". 

Of particular importo.nco, and relev:mt to m;r argument · for enhancing the role 
of the United Nations in keeping the peace, is resolution 377(V), adopted by the 
General Assembly at its 302nd plenary meeting on 3 November 1950, and entitled 
"Uniting for peace". We 2.11 l:now the circumstances that led to the. adoption of that 
resolution. Hany have argued that the United Nations Security Council lacks the 
power to act, that it lacks the teeth to bite vli th, or even gnaw wars and conflicts 
in the world, precisely because of the use of the veto. The"Uniting for peace" 
resolution vias· thus designed to enable the United Nations to act by getting around 
the stultification of the veto power. The relevant paragraph of tho resolution 
provides that: 

"The General Assembly, ••• 

A. 

1. Resolves that if the Security Council, because cf lack ·of unanimity of 
.the permamentmembers, fails to exercise its primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of international peace and security in any case where the.re appears 
t.o be a threat to the peace, b:!:'each of the peace, or act of aggression, the 
General Assembly shall conside:::- the matter il!liilediatoly with a view to. making 
appropriate recommendations to Nen!bers for collective measures, including in 
case of a breach of the peace or act of aggression the use of armed force when 
necessary, to maintai~ o:r· restore international peace or security. If not in 
session at the tine, ·the General Assembly may meet in emergency special 
session within twenty-four hours of the request therefor. Such emergency 
special session shall be called if requested by thG Security Council on the 
vote of any seven members, or by a majority cf the Hembers of the 
United Nations:;". 

This is one of the most meaningful resol~tions the General Assembly has ever 
adopted. The misuse and abuse of the veto power has gro1m with time. Tho right 
application of the "Uniting for peace" resolution 1vould contribute to the 
enhancement of the effectiveness of the United Nations in its peace-keeping dut5es, 
Similarly, the original Ii12..ndatc of the Nili tcu7 Staff Committee should be restored, 
and the Committee's role in the maintenance of international peace and sec1ll'ity, 
as envisaged in Articles 26 and 47 cf the Charter, should be enhanced. Unless, 
therefore, the United Nations is given the central authority of deterring conflicts 
and wars through the enforcement of the Charter provisions, the achievement of a 
viable system of international peace and security will continue to be remote, 
Many good resolutions have been adopted, and good statements delivered on the 
strengthening cf the Uni teu Nations as an instrument of peace. The problem, hov1ever, 
has been in their application. 

In June 1963, for instance, President John F. Kennedy had the following to say 
about the United Nations at the American University in lofas:b..ingtcn, D.C.: 
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"We seek to strengthen the United Nations, to help solve its financial 
problems, to make it a more effective instrument of peace, to develop it into 
a genuine world security system ••• capable of resolving disputes on the basis 
of law, of insuring the security of the large and the small, of creating 
conditions under which arns can finally be abolished ••• This will require a 
new effort to achieve world law ••• ". 

Pre~ident Kennedy had been even more explicit in his belief and trust in the 
United Nations, when he delivered his inaugural address in January 1961. He said: 

"To that world assembly of sovereign States, the .Uni-ted Nations, our last 
best hope in an age where the instruments of war have far outpaced the 
instruments of peace, we renew our pledge of support - to prevent it from 
becoming merely a forum for invective -- to strengthen its shield of the new 
and the weak - and to enlarge the m·ea in which its writ may run ••• 

So let us begin anew -- reDembering on both sides that civility is not 
a sign of weakness, ·and sincerity is al >vays Bubject to proof. Let us never 
negotiate out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate, 

Let both sides .explore what problems unite us instead of belabouring 
those problems which divide us. Let both sides, for the first time, formulate 
serious and precis.e proposals for the inspection and control of arms - and 
bring the absolute power to destroy other nations under the absolute control 
of all nations ••• 

And if the beachhead of co-operation may push back the jungle of 
suspicion, let both sides join in a ne>v endeavour, creating, not a new 
balance of power, but a new world of law, where the strong are just and the 
w.ea.k secure and the peace preserved. In your hand, my fellow citizens, more 

. than mine, will rest the final success or failure of our course". 

That w~s a mighty statement, and President Kennedy must be very uncomfortable in 
his grave with the present performance of "that world assembly of s·overeigti States", 
as keeper of world peace and security. 

The talk about disarmament, development and international security is incomplete 
if it does not include the role of the non-aligned movement in that triangular 
relationship. As I have indicated on other occasions, neo-colonialism and 
nee-imperialism have always attributed the existence of "underdevelopment" and the 
dependence of the South primarily to the historical evolution of a highly unequal 
international capitalist system of poor country-rich country relationships. The 

, co-existence of the rich and poor nations in an international system dominated by 
such unequal power relationships between the rich and the poor renders all efforts 
by the poor nations to be self-reliant and independent in their development efforts 
not only difficult but almost impossible. 

The non•aligned movement is 22 years old. But at its first summit meeting 
held in Belgrade in 1961, the movement declared, inter alia, that: 

"War has never threatened mankind with greater consequences than today, 
On the other hand, never before has mankind had at its disposal stronger forces 
for eliminating war as an instrument of policy in international relations' 1

• 

Thus, from its very inception, the non-aligned move~ent did see a clear 
relationship between disarmament and international security on the one hand, and 
between these and socio-economic development on the other. The Belgrade declaration 
stressed the .top priority the movement attached, as it is now, to the necessity of 
preventing nuclear war, and the arms race in general. By deciding to send an official 
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representation to the capitals of the Superpowers --Moscow and Washington, D.C. -- to 
urge them to cease nuclear testing, the non~aligned movement thus took the first step 
ever towards a world-wide nuclear disarmament. .Tb.e movement 1 s verJ birth was, in fact, 
a rebellion against the arms race instituted by the world war in East-West relations. 

Already in 1940, Jawa.h.B.rlal Nel1ru talked abo:u:t COJl!plete disarmament arld its 
relationship to development and international security. He said, inter alia: 
"Disarmament ultimately depends on far-reaching changes in the political a..'1d economic 
structure of the 1vorld leading to a removal of the basic causes of war''. Nehru 
continued with his tireless campaign f or peace throughout the 1950s. In 1954, for 
instance, he wrote i:nNational Herald about the arms race which he described as "the 
way to madness, and the. great men \·tho contest our destinies are dangerous self-centred 
lunatics, who ••• '1-Till rather rain death a.,.'1d destruction all over the world than give 
up their petty opinions and th~nk and act a;dght ••• Peace and co-operation and 
1vell-being for all .the peoples of the '1-Tarld were well vri thin grasr.1. ·But the gods 
perhaps envied the lot of man and drove him mad ••• ". Thus, the t opic of 
disarmament has been on the agenda of practically every non-aligned summit meeting 
since the birth of the movement. And. we are all familiar with the pronouncements on 
this subject of the recently concluded seventh non-aligned summit meeting. 

The third world is right to be m~ticulate on the question of disarmament because 
the Final Document of the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to 
disarmament and the very survival of manki.nd so require, and because, as is very well 
known, the third world has been the battleground of all \vars waged since 1945. We all 
have a stake in disarmament and common security entails collective responsibility. 

From the foregoing, it is evident that security cannot be guaranteed either by 
the use of force oy by milit~J ~reparedness. · Security can never and will never be 
bought by military hardware, by billions of dollars, or by mere advanced technological 
attainment. The very notion of securi t;.r means that excess ive and extravagant military 
spending is not only a 1-raste of scarce resources in the midst of an ever-deteriorating 
global economic crisis -- res ources which are so very badly needed for productive 
social and economic purposes -- but such spending merely enha..'1ces insecurity, and all 
the chances of war. And this is the paradox : years ago, mili tr-,ry spending on 
armaments was much less than it is today ; and yet t.he •mrld was a safer place to live 
in. Now, military expenditures have reached insane proportions, and yet the world is a 
much more dangerous place to live in than it 1-1as then~ 

Let us, then, all work for the. translation of the Final Document prov~s~ons into 
concrete action. Let us all work for the progressive strengthening of the peace
keeping role and machinery of the United Nations. Let us all >mrk for the removal of 
local and global tensions in relations among nations. Let us all work for the 
eradication ofpoverty and deprivation, ancl inequality and hunger and malnutyition and 
ill-health, and under-development. Let us all work for the establishment of national 
and regional security arrangements and assurances; for the establishment of zones 
of peace and nuclear-1-reapon-free zones. Let us all work for the political and 
economic security of ever:r nation. Let us all ,.;ork f0r our com.rnon survival in dignity 
through our common disarmament, our common development, and our common security. 
Permit me now, Mr. Chairman, to e~~ress . the deep and sincere gratitude of my 
delegation to Ambassador Rikhi Jaipal, the distirjguished Secretary cf the Committee on 
Disermament, for the constant assistance and advice he has given us during our 
deliberations. And I would also like to express my appre ciation to his deputy, 
Mr. Berasategui, and all the other members of the secretariat for the great devotion 
and patience which they have demonstrated in rendering services to this Committee. MY 
delegation is fully appreciative of all these valuable services. I also wish to thank 
the interpreters, the engineers and everybody else who has participated in the 
provision of valuable services to us. I want them all to know that we do not at all 
forget what they are doing; we do not talce for granted v1hat they are doing. We value 
their services very much. 
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The ~QHAIRMANa I The .Chairman thanks Mr. Don Nanjira for his statement, for his 
kind words addressed to the Chair and for his very generous words of thanks to the 
secretariat, the interpreters, the -technicians and all members of the staff 
servicing this . Committee. ~ :t now call · upon the next speaker on the -list, the 
distinguished representative of Algeria, Ambassador Ou1 Rotrls. You have ' the 
floor, Sir. 

Mr, OUL ROUIS (Algeria) ( trelated ·from Fl:enchh _Mr. Chairman, since the 
beg:i.nip.ng of this session the Al~rian delc:tga. t~on- haS! had. I the · opportunity to ' 
express its views on the various items on ~e a.gepc:la of the Committee on Dua.rmamen.t. 
I shall confine :o~~self todq. ·.to offering some comments on the subject of item 1 of 
our agenda, namely, the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

ReQent years have been marked by the appearance of signs foresha,dowing a new 
phase in 'ijle militarization of _outer spa9e. , 

The extension of the logic of conflict.· to outer , space~ now cona.idered w the ,. 
strategists of the major powers as a potential battlefield, could not but engende~ 
a race in the development of space weapon systems. 

The. c~ent programmes of research and develop:ment relating to anti-sateUite 
interceptor _systems, laser weapons and particle-beam weapon systems are all .. pa;rt of 
this perpetual endeavour to secure militar,y superiority. 

The integration of outer space into the strategic concepts of tJle ma.jor.rpowers 
greatly reduces the distance between the fictional "star wars" scenario and the 
sphere of reali t.y. · 

These dangeroUs shifts further complicate the . disarmament equation. There is 
no doubt that _an arms ·race in ·. outer space will have unforeseeabl~ consequences for
the securi t.y of the world, unless the international communi t.y, in a heal thy reaction, 
succeeds ih preserving outer space, and the ·peaceful activities for which it · 
provides support, from the warlike antagonisms of the major powers. 

. . . 

This is still possible, for, unlike nuclear disarmament, where the goal is to 
eliminate weapons which unfortunately exist, it would seem that space weapons are 
not yet operational. · · 

We therefore ·consider that it is neither naive nor ideaJ.istio _ to believe that 
there is still ti.:me .to prevent the conversion of outer space into a future 
battlefield. 

It is still possible,-if. the powers in question show political will and e:mba.rk 
upon a process of neg6tiation with a view to the adoption of conorete measures for 
the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

This task is urgent, for experience in disarmament matters shows that, once 
it has been started, the arms race in a give~- sphere develops in an action...react.i.on 
spiral and makes it all the more difficult to. adopt measures to stop the escalation 
and reverse the trend. 

The injunctions of the international community in favour of this objective 
are numerous. 

Almost five years_ ago the General A.·ssembly, meeting at its first special. session 
devoted to disarmament, stated iri its _ Programme of Action, which was adopted by 
consensus, that further measures should be taken and appropriate international 
negotiations held in order to prevent an arms race in outer space. 
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In its resolution~ 36/_9~ · and 36/97 c, the General A~semb~ r~qu~sted the 
Committee ori Dis~rit. tQ Undertake negotiations on this question •. . That request 
was, moreover, re:it~rated by the General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session, 
in its resolutions 37/83 ' and 37/99 D. . · 

Speaking at the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peacefu1 ·Uses of Outer .. Space, held. at V.i.enna :las.t .AJ.ig'lwt, the Secret~...GeneraJ. of 
the United Nations echoed the concerns of the international coliliil'l.lrilty in declaring 
thati·ithe-'· gr~wing militarization of outer space ·was aiarming and fuvi ting the . 
forces of reason and peace to oppose what would be a dangerous · escalation of the 
arms race. 

The same Conference adopted .by consensus a : report which places the emphasis 
on the maintenance of peace and security in -outer space, and in which it urgently 
recommends the competent bodies of the United Na tiona, and in particular the 
General Assembly 'and the Commi. ttee on Disarmament, to give this matter th~ 
requisite attention and hi~ prioritY. · 

Apart from the fact that it runs counter to the efforts being made by the 
international.' -community to put an· end to the arms race and to prevent nuclear war, 
the extension of · the arms .race to outer space can and should be avoided. for · · · · 
certain ver,y obvious reasons • 

. ·. It· ought to be avoided in the first instance because it is l ,ikely to increase 
the risks of the breakdown of international peace· arid security~ 

It ought to be avoided, secondly, because it is unacceptable that a small number 
of States shouJ.d not merely cause danger to all ma.tlldnd by reason of 'the hu:ge ' 
nuclear arsenals they hold but in addition place the securit-y of all States at 
risk by comrerting the common heritage of mankind into an advan'ced defence position 
for their own security. 

It ought also to be avoided because that is ~~ essential precondition for the 
development and continuation of international co-operation in the sphert:!' ?.f the 
exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes. · 

Lastly, it is no secret to a.n.yone that space programmes for military P.':U'POses 
absorb vast resources whose size is in shocking contrast with the meagreness of the 
financial flows· devoted to what is lmown as development aid. 

There can be no doubt that the Committee on Disarmament, the on:cy IIIU).tilateral 
disarmament negotiating body, is the proper place for multilateral negotiations on 
the question of the prevention of an arms race in outer space. 

The discussions which took place in this Commi. ttee on this question at the l ,ast 
session had the merit of showing the interest that exists in achieving the 
prevention of_ an arms race in outer space.· 

Delegations were able to conduct a ver,y broad exchange of views on the 
substance of the question as well as on the structural framework for deali~g with 
item 7 of the agenda. 

Almost all delegations stressed the need to set up a working group on this 
item; . unfortunately, differences of views about its mandate prevented the 
establis~nt of such a group .at the last session. 
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Anxious to help promote dis~nt in all possible ~s, the Group Of _ 21, in 
document CD/329, submitted a draft tnandate for an ad hoc working group on this 
question, 

Baaing itself on the principle that outer space, which is ~co8nfzed as the 
coDIDOil heritage of mankir..d, ought to be preserved exclusively for peaceful purposes, 
the Group of 21 proposed a mandate which favours a global approach designed 
to prevent an arms race in outer space in all its aspects. 

The Algerian delegation, for its part, conti.pues to support' that proposal, 
which it recommends anew o 

On the eve of "hlie \mleas._l-J.ing of an a't"DDS race in outer space whiCh .would - . 
assuredly be as danf,~rous as it woul d be costly, it ·seems to us that the best wq-_ 
of :gliminating this d8l1~3r is -~he global approach, which. recognizes the inter
dependence of all o.a:r/€;cts . of this question and tal~es into' account the interests of 
all .puties' to the negotiction.s ,, · · ·· 

'While \'e do not wirh to mjni~ni~e the dlfficul ties of the task c.onfronting the 
Committee on Disn.'rmame:n.t, ' we nove:rti.1eless . find some of the arguments that have been 
advanced for putting off the nf';lgotiation of an international instrument on the 
prevention of an a.J.7!I'.S i'ac::J in ou·~e:t' si>ace ln all its aspects unconvincing, 

It has first of a"ll been cJ.ait!od. the.t this is only a theoretical possibili 1zy' 
because the wea.po:1s in q_uestion do not yet e~ist~ It is surely ~ necessa;y . 
to point out that in mat~c~:!:s of ~,rmz, the tcT119ta.tion to convert theoretical 
possibilities into r3ality is great becauso it is i~~erent in the qynamics of the 
search for mili tn.J:"J supe!:io:."i ty. 

The argument hc.s be€.n put fo:t'Ward of tl:le 0omplexity of the issue and the lack 
of experienc3 in thb field, Thi8 shou~ .. d in no wtzy prevent th~ Couani ttee f'toom · · 
embarking on negotiations )l'l this matter, ta..'ldtlg advantage of .all the experience 
gained in this ~ph ere, particnlq.:~Jy o.u't"5.ng the bUa teral negotia tiona, as well as 
calling upon e.ll t.'le :-fequ:Ls itG c~cportise. It is, moreover, ~o be noted that putting 
off the negotiations becav.se of t.."le complexity of the questi'on would mean deferring 
the solution of thi3 matter inc.~fj:p_j!t;ely, becai.'Be it is obvious that these problems 
become more· coiD:_9leJ~ as tiii'e passes. 

The argument of cor:::plexi-bJ a.nd technical difficulties is very ofte~-- used to 
cover the unwillingness of ccrta5n pow~rs to engage in negotiations in the j 
Committee on Disar.nam~nt, 

i . ; ; . . ~ 

As to the Algeria.."'l d0legation, '-t'9 are firmly convinced -that the w-ill to 
negotiate is :primr1.rily somet.."ling :political. Although technical difficulties 'IDa\Y 
possibly explain the slm:n,-:lso of a g:i.ven negotiating :process, they cannot affect 
the essentially :poli tica.l.. natnre of the process itself. 

In establishing a · ~·rorking groU9 with a global mandate, ~e Committee on 
Disarm8.ment would be responding to the appea.l..s of the United Nations Genera.l; .Assembly 
as well as to t.lle dem'J..."lds of our peoples, who iru::list that measures should .be taken · 
to prevent outeJ: space becoming 2.. battlefield endangering the ver:r stirvival of 
mankind • . 
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Mr. ERDEMBILEG (Mongolia) (translat~d from Russian): Mr. Chairman, my 
s:t~tement today will- be devoted-:, to the question of the prevention · .. of an arms race 
in outer space, the item-·the Committee iR to discuss this week in accordance 
with its programme of work. It is to be noted that the problem of the prevention 
of an arms race in outer space is becoming all the more urgent and pref;lsing in 
view of the dangerous trend to~ards the conversion of outer space into a theatre 
fbr such a race. 

If we look at history and turn some of its pages, we shall be convinced 
anew of .the import;ance and timeliness of the efforts that have been made to 
prevent outer space being used for military purposes. 

Three mor:tths after the beginning of the space era in the history of mankind, 
._,,which was opened by the launching of the first Soviet satellite in March 19_58, 
' the USSR put before the United Nations General Assembly at its thirtE:letlkh session 

1. a .proposal on the pr~vention of the' use of outer space for military :purppses and 
on international co-operation in the matter of the exploration of outer sp'ace. 
That was the first proposal in the history of mankind for the limitation of 
military activity in outer space. With the active participation and significant 
contribution of the socialist States and other peace-loving countries, c5irta~p 
international . legal l.nstruments noH in force, limiting the use of outer · spaq~
for hostile purposes, were worked out and concluded, for example, the Treaty . 
Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and Under Water, 
.of 196.3, ~he Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States :ln the 
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celel:Jtial Bodies, 
of 1967, the Agreement. Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other 
Celestial Bodies, of 1979, and others. 

Important provisions aimed at limiting military activity in outer space 
were included in the strategic arms limitation agreements reached between the USSR 

.. · ·and .the United · states . in the ·1970s -- the Treaty on the Limitation of 
Anti~Ballistic Missile Systems and the Salt-! Agreement. These constitute9 an 
iiripressi ve achievement in this sphere , s v.bstantially limi tin.g the use of outer 
space for military purpose~. The agreements contained qualitative limitations · 

.. concerning specific military space syst:ems. Thus, for example, in the 
· ·: United States -- USSR ABM Treaty of 26 May 1972, the parties undertook "not to 

develo·p, test, or deploy ABM systems or components which are sea-based, air-based, 
space-based or mobile land-based". 

The conclusion of these agreements constituted real steps forward in the 
demilitarization of the celestial bodies and a positive limitation of the use 
of space for military purposes. However, the existing limitation measures are 
not complete, because there is no effective international instrument placing a 
reliable barrier in the \-lay of attempts to extend the arms race to outer space. 

It has unfortunately to be observed that those who want to militarize outer 
space in order to secure absolute supremacy are hastening to take advantage of 
the absence of such measures of prohibition. It is no secret that the 
United States has pre pared a vast programme in this sphere the basic principles 
of which have been confirmed by a special presidential directive. In this 
programme, outer space is regarded as a theatre for military activitiesand a 
special military space command has been set up to take charge of operations there. 
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A. particular danger resides in . the preparation of innumerable projects for 
the ,development of space weapons designed to attack targets in outer space, in 
air space and . on the .. earth. Among these, special priority has been given to the 
devel~pment and deployment in space of anti-ballistic missile defence systems, 
based in particular on the use of the latest scientific and technological 
achievements in the sphere of laser and charged particle technology. 

As you .'know, the Washington administration has · announc.ed the start · of work · 
on a large-scale and highly effective anti-missile defence system using mflitary 
vehicles in space. This programme of extensive military preparations in outer 
space provides for the establishment of 100 military orbital sbi-tions equipped 
\-lith laser . and particle-beam weapons and also sensors for detecting ballistlic 
missiles. ·. It is planned to spend $500 billion on these purposes. We believe 
that .if t~e United States carries out these plans that will mean in fact the , 
deployment in space of anti-ballistic missile defence systems for the purpose of 
destroying tha strategic weapons of the other side, that is, depriving it of 
the possibility of taking retaliatory measures. · In essence what this amounts to 
is the intention to create a strategic first-strike potential. 

A large part is also playGd in these plans by various manned spacecraft 
capable of carrying out purely military tasks in the placing in orbit of space
earth strike systems, anti-satellite systems and reconnaissance, navigation and 
other types of ,satellite for military purposes under -the orders of the 
United States military epace command. As has been stated in the Western press, 
out of 331 planned flights of such craft, more than a third will be· destined·· 
for military tasks. 

The idea of the militarization of outer space in violation .of the agreements 
existing in ·this· sphere did not come from the minds of contemporary science- · 
fiction writers but originated in the highest milit..:try and political ·circles of · 
the United States. For example, it has been said more than once in American 
military circles that, depending on the results of its work in the sphere of 
anti-ballistic missile defence systems, the United States might ask for the 
revision or even the renunciation of .the Soviet-American treaty of 1972 that 
was concluded at the same time as the SALT-I Agreement. As we understand it, 
both sides legally recognized at that time that mutual restraint in the 
development of anti-missile defence S ~!stems would permit progress to be made 
in the limitation and reduction of strategic weapons as a whole. Thus th.ere is ' 
now in effect a threat to remove one of the cornerstones of the entire strategic 
arms limitation process. 

I should like to add that -the carrying out of a programme for the development 
of a. "perfect" ABM system in space would constitute a violation of the 
Soviet-American ABM Treaty of 1972. Under article V of that Treaty, the parties 
undertook not to develop, test or deploy in space ABM systems or components. 
Furthermore, the distinguished representative of the United Statea ·confirmed 
this in his statement to the Committee on 2 September 1982. 
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We also yJonder how such actions can be in confo~rnity .with the provisions 
of other important international treaties and agreements . ·· As is stated in the 
United States press with reference to such authorities .;a~. the "father" of the 
hydrogen bomb, th-3 physicist Edward Tell&r, the provisiqn .of the ene~gyfor the 
powerful X-ray lasers necessary for the proposed ABM system is pcissitileonly 
through nuclear explosions in space. The magazine Newswe~k, · :l.n · i~-s · issue of 
4 April 1983, in particular states: "Although information on the X-ray laser 
remains clas,sified, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory reportedly 
created an X"':'ra;v pulse with the system in a recent un<;le-rground test in Nevada". 

Thus, questions are now being raised about the fulfilment of obligations 
assumed under two important international legal instruments, namely, the 
1963 Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in three environments, including outer 
space, and the 1967 Treaty on the non-deployment in outer space of weapons of 
mass destruction. 

We believe that any violation of generally recognized international legal 
norms will entail far-reaching consequences. 

What dangers do we see in the arms race in outer space? 

In the first place, military space vehicles would cause extreme 
destabilization of the strategic situation. Plans for the development of 
so-called ttperfect" defE;lnce systems against strategic missiles are nothing but 
a screen covering the real intentions of the authors of these plans. Talk about 
their defensive purpose is deliberately designed to deceive public opinion. 

. In the second place, the deployment of military vehicles in space would 
lead to the creat.~on of yet another type of global weapon, the creation of an.· · 
excessive military first-strike potential which would inevitably increase the · 
risk or· tne outbreak of nuclear war. 

In the third place, as .. I have already said, an arms race in outer space 
would entail coiossai mat,erial expenditures. 

Fourthly, and this shoulg . be particularly emphasized, the new programme 
for the development of a ,adcfensive" ABI'-1 system violates the specific system of 
international legal. norms to which I referred earlier. 

The Mongolian delegation, like the majority of other delegations in the 
Committee, is firmly in fnvour of the adoption of constructive measures aimed 
at the prevention of the extension of the arms race to outer space. There ar.:: 
on the negotiating table ;in the Committee on Disarmament a number of documents 
which could serve as the basis for .the detailed consideration of and the conduct 
of negotiations on the substance of the issue. In particular, the: Soviet 
delegation submitted a dr.aft treaty on the prohibition of the stationing of · 
weapons of any kind in outer space (document CD/274). The Mongolian delegation . 
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submitted a proposal on the establishment of an ad hoc working group on this 
subject (document CD/272); the group of delegations of the non..;~ligned and 
neutral States put before the Committee a draft mandate for the ad hoe wor~.~ng 
group (document CD'/329); a document on arms control and outer spacel\{tD/320) 
was submitted by the delegation of canada. · · · · ·· 

We believe that towards the end of the second part of its 1982 session 
the Committee was very near to the achievement of a consensus on the a~tting of 
an ad hoc working group to discuss questions connected with the prevention of 
an arms race in outer apace on a solid basis, with the participation of 
qualified experts. This did not happen, however. Certain delegations, and 
more precis·ely one delegation, blocked the setting up of an ad hoc working group, 
declaring that it was necessary to hold an exhaustive discussion of the views 
of all delegations and to carry out extensive preparatory work of substance . 
The Mongolian delegation, like many other delegations, is in favour of the 
practical consideration of the substance of the issue, that ia t'o . say, the 
conduct of genuine negotiations. All the necessary prerequis!tea.exist for this. 
Apart from the working papers containing specific proposals to which I have 
already rbferred, the Committee has been considering item 7 of its agenda from 
every -,oint of view for more than two years now, both ·at plenary meetings and' 
at inf'ormal meetings. \'lc believe that the majority of delegatio11s hav~· expressed 
their views on the question of the prevention of an arms ra.ce·in outer space. 
In this connection I should like particularly to draw attention to the statement 
made by Ambassador Jayakoddy of Sri Lanka at our last plenary meeting, which 
contained a whole series of practical and useful suggestions which could form 
the subject of careful study and further consideration in the initial phase of 
practical negotiations in th8 Committee. 

The Mongolian delegation, which is in favour of the speediest possible 
starting of actual negotiations, hopes that the Committee will soon agree on a 
mandate for the ad hoc working group. The wording of the mand~te shouid, in our 
view, be based on the provisions of resolution 37/83, adopted by the 
United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-seventh session. In the course 
of the negotiations, all existing proposals and .possible future initiatives 
should undoubtedly be taken into account. 

At the same time we consider that the main object should be a comprehensive 
solution of the problem of the prevention of an arms race in outer space. This 
does not mean that we wish to leave to one side the question of the prohibition 
of anti-satellite systems. 

To conclude, I should like to make some comments on item4 of the agenda. 

By contrast with the consideration of other substantive issues, the 
negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons in this Committee have made 
considerable headway as far as the scope of the work done is concerned. Like 
many other delegations we believe that if all participants in the negotiations 
were prepared to contribute to the successful completion of the work on a 
convention prohibiting chemical weapons this year, that would be a completely 
attainable objective. 
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The important thing,.as we see it, is that the work of the Ad Hoc Working 
Group on Chemical Weapons should be conducted in a practical way. In this 
connection we wish fully to support the proposal mad."f by a number of delegations 
for a parallel approach consisting, .on the one hand, of , the formulation of those 
key provisions of the future convention on which there is · a coincidence or 
similarity of views and, on the other hand, in close connection with this work, 
the continuation of the search for mutually acceptable solutions to questions 
on which there are still divergencies of views. We think that such an approach 
will speed up and bring us significantly nearer to agreement on the final text 
of a convention. 

As regards questions of substance, the Mongolian delegation would like 
particularly to note certain construotive proposals that have been made during 
the present session. I am thinking primarily of the support given by the 
Soviet delegation to the proposal of a nur.Jber of non-aligned and neutral States 
for the inclusion in the future convention of a provision prohibiting the use 
of chemical weapons, of the Soviet proposal .for a renunciation of the production 
of chemicals with the methy-phosphorus bond, and of the proposal of the 
delegation of the German Democratic Republic for the declaration and liquidation 
of stocks Qf binary weapons during the initial phase after the .entry into force 
of the convention. These proposals a:r'e undoubtedly extremely important from 
thc .point of view of facilitating the negotiations on the complete prohibition 
of ch~mical weapons. . 

After the pr.olonged interval between the end of January of this year and 
last week, the Ad hoc Working Group on Chemical Weap~:ms has at last managed to 
resume its work. The Mongolian delegation would like to express the hope that 
under the chairmanship of Ambassador McPhail of Canada this Working Group will 
be able to complete the task before it. 

The Committee on Disarmament has today heard the important statement of 
Comrade Nguyen Thuong, the ·Ambassador of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam. 
In that statement he dwelt in detail on the results of the International Syposium 
on Herbicides and Defoliants in War: The Long-Term Effects on Man and Nature, 
which was held in Ho Chi Minh City from 13 to 20 January 1983. The Mongolian 
delegation wishes to express its gratitude to the delegation of the Socialist 
Republic of Viet Nam for its noble efforts and its great contribution to the 
work of the Committee on Disarmament. 

We consider that the statement by the delegation of the Socialist Republic 
of Viet Nam usefully supplements the document which was distributed in the 
Committee at this session (CD/349), and will serve an important source of 
information in the consideration of questions of substance in the Ad h~c Working 
Grou·p on Chemical Weapons. 
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The CHAIRMAN: The Chairman thanks Ambassador Erdembileg for his 
contribufion, and his statement concludes the list of; ~peakers for today. Is 
there any other delegation that wishes to _take the floor?- . 

t"lr. FIELDS (United. States of America):· Mr. Chairmah, I wish to thank you 
for your words of condolence addressed· to the'United States delegatiop for the 
heavy•.loss of life in the terrorist bomb· explosion at our Embcfssy· iil B~irut,' 
Lebanon. I shall convey them to the bereaved familes and to my ·colleaslles in 
the Department ,of State. · 

': 

, It_ ie a tragedy of our time that diplomatic personnel and establ'ishml;lnta· 
have become the target of terrorists. This reflects the callous' and· cynici:ll 
disdain which terrorists have for those whb·a:re the conduits'of internat.ionai 
dialogue, who seek solutions to the problems which those s·ame terrorists cite as 
the reasons for their acts. Civilized people everywhere must-reject such 
mindless acts. ' 

May I also, through you, Sir, extend the heartfelt appreciation of my 
delegation to the many other colleagues who have similarly expressed their shock 
and sympathy over this vicious and cowardly act. Let me assure you, Sir, and 
the Committee, that~ as President Reagan said, this criminal act against a 
diplomatic establishment will not deter us from-our goals of peace in the region. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Chairman thanks Ambassador Fields for--his statement and 
will be glad to comply with his request. 

Is there any other delegation that wishes to take the floor? If not, I may 
recall that we have already agreed, at our 207th plenary meeting, when the 
programme of work of the Committee was adopted, to close the first part of the 
session on 29 April. The Chair has been holding consultations with the 
co-ordinators of the various groups and with individual delegations concerning 
the opening date for the second part of the 1983 session. As a result, a consensus 
seems to be emerging in favour of 14 June as the most appropriate date to start 
the second part of the annual session. If there are no objections, may the Chair 
take it that the Committee agrees to that opening date? 

It was so decided 

The CHAIRMAN: Concerning the closing date of the 1983 session, the general 
feeling seems to be that this question should be decided during the second half of 
July, when we shall have a better idea of how the work of the Committe is proceeding. 

Before we adjourn this plenary meeting, I should like to inform the Committee 
that, in consultation with the co-ordinators as well as individual delegations, it 
has been agreed to devote an informal meeting, on Monday, 25 April, at 3 p.m., to 
consideration of the question of the establishment of working groups under item 2 
of the agenda. If there is no objection, I will take it that the Committee agrees 
to that informal meeting. 

It was so decided 
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The CHAIRMAN: In connection with item 7, "Prevention of an arms race in 
outer space", the Chair has also been conducting .consultations on how best to 
consider this item, taking into account the limitations of time and the large 
number of meetings requested by the various working groups. After careful 
consideration of all possible alternatives, it has been agreed with the 
co-ordinators and other interested delegations that, after listening to the 
members listed to speak·at our plenary meeting on Thursday next, we will 
suspend the plenary meeting and continue in an informal meeting to examine how 
best to consider item 7. After an exchange of views on that question, we could 
then resume the plenary meeting in order to give members an opportunity to 
express views for the record, in the light of the discussion held at the informal 
meeting~ Since we may need to devote some time to the item under consideration, 
the secretariat will also make arrange~ents to provide for an extended meeting of 
the Contact Group on Principles of the Working Group on a Comprehensive Programme 
of Disarmament, which was originally scheduled to meet at 3 p.m. f~ the new 
arrangements concerning item 7 might take additional time, that Contact Group 
would meet immediately after the plenary adjourns. 

The Group of 21 contact group on chemical weapons will meet on 
Wednesday, 20 April, at 9-45 a.m., in Room C.lo8. 

The next plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament will be held 
on·Thursday, 21 April, at 10.30 a.m. 

The meeting stands adjourned 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 




